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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which are three key features of Expense Report Entry?
A. association of receipt image for expedited processing
B. consolidated Information-Driven Work Area
C. scheduled processes to create card issuer and employee
payment requests

D. contextual search and expense tracking for easy retrieval
E. approval of expense reports through Oracle Fusion Approvals
Management
Answer: A,B,E
Explanation:
KEY FEATURES
*Mobile entry for expenses
*Automated support for accounting and project allocations
*(A) Embedded transactional intelligence guide approvers'
decisions
*Out-of-the box imaging integration
*Unique approval routing for project and cost center expenses
KEY BENEFITS
Quick expense entry using mobile apps or offline spreadsheets
Greater accuracy and compliance with integrated corporate card
usage.
Simplified expense process definition
* (C) Out-of-the-box imaging solution with Fusion Automated
Invoice Processing
Increased visibility of errors and fraud with sophisticated
audit management
Reference: ORACLE FUSION EXPENSES, Oracle Data Sheet

NEW QUESTION: 2
You notice this warning in the alert log file:
ORA-19815: WARNING: db_recovery_file_dest_size of 3221225472
bytes is 100.00% used, and has 0 remaining bytes available.
What would you do to reclaim the used space in the Flash
Recovery Area?
A. Manually delete all the archived log files from the Flash
Recovery Area by using operating system (OS) commands.
B. Back up the Flash Recovery Area.
C. Increase the retention time for the files.
D. Decrease the retention time for the files.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
How often do mobile users keep their device near them?
A. 50%
B. 75%
C. 91%
D. 25%
Answer: C
Explanation:
91%of the mobile users keep their device withinarm's reach 100%
of the time.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company has monthly scheduled windows for patching servers
and applying configuration changes.
Out-of-window changes can be done, but they are discouraged
unless absolutely necessary. The systems administrator is
reviewing the weekly vulnerability scan report that was just
released. Which of the following vulnerabilities should the
administrator fix without waiting for the next scheduled change
window?
A. The administrator should fix smtp (25/tcp). The remote SMTP
server is insufficiently protected against relaying. This means
spammers might be able to use the company's mail server to send
their emails to the world.
B. The administrator should fix dns (53/tcp). BIND 'NAMED' is
an open-source DNS server from ISC.org. The BIND-based NAMED
server (or DNS servers) allow remote users to query for version
and type information.
C. The administrator should fix http (80/tcp). The
'greeting.cgi' script is installed. This CGI has a well-known
security flaw that lets anyone execute arbitrary commands with
the privileges of the http daemon.
D. The administrator should fix general/tcp. The remote host
does not discard TCP SYN packets that have the FIN flag set.
Depending on the kind of firewall a company is using, an
attacker may use this flaw to bypass its rules.
E. The administrator should fix http (80/tcp). An information
leak occurs on Apache web servers with the UserDir module
enabled, allowing an attacker to enumerate accounts by
requesting access to home directories and monitoring the
response.
Answer: A
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